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1.01 The purpose of the Preliminary Design Phase

is to develop the overall architecture of the
system an(i to produce specifications reflecting the
logical view of the system.

1.02 Whenever this section is reissued, the rea-
son(s) for reissue will be included in this para-

graph.

1.03 This s,~,tion is a guideline. It provides ex-
panded information in support of the concepts

of Total S:; stem Development specified in Section

007-220-300’, Total System Development – Mile-
stones.

1.04 l)uring Preliminary I)esign, the system nlo(i~,l
selected at the completion of the Feasibility

[’hasi’ must t)e reevaluated to determine if t}~at ajj-
proach is still valid and can be satisfied by the system
require nlents developed during Definition Phase.
Also, the reasonable architectural options must tw
examined in terms of their technical, operational,
and econon-, ic feasil)ility. Once a generalized archi-
tectural approach has been established, the design of
the system must hv developed, Also during this de-

* Check Divisional Index 007 for availability.

sign activity, system control features and perfor-
mance and reliability requirements must be
integrated into the total system design.

1.05 During this phase, the strategies and require-
ments for system test and conversion should

be established. Typically, the selected conversion
strategy will influence selection of a specific test
strate~. For example, :+ flash cut of the entire sys-
tem would require that each portion of the system be
fully tested before conversion. On the other hand,

sequential conversion of subsy-stems or system \’er-
sions would dictatti a phase and cumulative test
strategy. Because of the high interrelation between
the system test and con~’ersion functions, planning
for the two should be a coordinated effort.

1.06 Throughout the Preliminary Design process,
decisions will be made concerning the re-

sources required to perform specific system functions
or sets of functions. As the functional or logical de-
sign is firmed up, the total resource requirements for
the system must be determined for both conversion
and on-going operation. Requirements should be d+
veloped for personnel, equipment, facilities, trans-

portation, hardware, software, and the

communications network. As these requirements are
prepared, they should be revielved \vith each appro-
priate planning and/or support organization to as-
sure resource availability and conformance to
organizational resource plans.

1.07 By the end of the Preliminary Design, there
will tw sufficient in formut. ion to develop a rea -

sonab]~ ~)rm.ist) vitjv: ~)f the costs an(i iwnefits of thi~
nt,~v syst(, nl, I)(,l(licl]jrl](,rlt :in(i [onversion costs, oper-

ational exl)t’nsc’s, antici]mtt’(i maintenance costs, and
thtl magnitu(ie of system b(’nefits shouid he
recalcuiat~’ti. Significant differences ( 10 to 15 p~jr-

cent ) from Feasihiiity Phast’ estimates should be ex-
amined an(i the reas(lns for the increase(s) or
decrease(s) identifie(i.

1.08 The composi tiorr of the projt’ct tt’an~ for th(’
Preliminary L>esign Phast] is criticai (O pro-

NOTICE
X()( for usc or discl(,sur(, (j~itsi(i(, [h

[1(,11System (,kce[)t un(lcr written a~r(.t,nl(nt
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ducing an effective system design. Depending upon

the type(s) of system architecture that is to be em-
pl~)ywi, a variety of ex[wrtise may lw re(~uirefl — per-
wlnncll suhsyste]tl anti human perfornlance, computer

subsystem, data base, f!ata (wnlmunications, s(Jt-
ware, hardware, etc. 1~’orIurge projects or for [jr(jjects
with heavy technical involve merrt in any of these

arl’as, it is usual]y wlvisahle to have t(,chnital t,xperts
actually assigned as project personne!. Wher(> techni-
cal rieman(ls are not st) great, it muy }W p(wsiblc to
obtain part-time assistance from techniciil support
groups.

1.09 It is important that all project personn(’! ~vork
as a tt,anl throughout t he I’re]im inary 1)esign

l’h:tse. Th~j selection of a systt’rn architecture’ an(l the
(Ieveloprnent of an optimum system design will re -
(Iuir[] a gre:tt number of t(’chnical (Iecisions and

lrade-ot’fs utilizing inputs from each of the specialty

~ireas represented on the team, eg, 1’SS, ( ‘SS, data
base, and data communications. ‘i’his interdisciplin-

ary approach to design is beneficial throughout the
sys~ern process. Additionally, every effort should be
made to colocate all prwject personnel (luring [)relim -
iriary Design in or(ler to foster the (lt’cisi[~n -t[l:kking
i)rocess an(l the e(fectivv fluiv of information.

1.10 ‘rher~’ should iw a high degree of interaction
lwt~vtwn the project team an(i the technicaf

support and planning groups during Preliminary
l)esign. ‘rhevtirious support groups can pr-ovi(ie in-

formation and ideas concerning design alternatives.
In addition, in most companies, the support organiza-
tion is responsible for the actual selection of equip-

ment, software, hardware, etc, based on the total
requirements across projects/applications. Also, the
(Iesign of the communications network and data
bases for the system will typically be a support re-

sponsibility hased on reqtrirernents from the applica-

tion. Because of these shared responsibilities, the
project manager should assure a close day-to-day
working relation shi~) with all affected planning and

support organ izatiorrs.

1.11 Itis important that a design review be hel(i at

the completion of the Preliminary Design
Phase. The revie~v shoul(i focus on the operational,
technical, ~nfl twwnomical characteristics of the sys-

tem arl(i shoul(i typically inl’ol~e the following orga-
nizations as re(luire[i:

● (’lie rlt/user

● l)epartrnental methf)(ls [)t’rs(~nn~i

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Computer operations

[ Iardware and software

[)ata tmst~ administration su[)[wrt

[)ata (f)rnrllurli(’atit)rls sup[mrt

l’lanning

Internal auditing

Facility planning

Srandar(is

other grour)s as necessary.

1.12 The purpost’ of this (Iesign review is to ;Lss\lrt

that all facets of the design havt’ twt’n \~r~j[)-
erly addressed and satisfy the system refquirenlt’rrts
and to gain the acceptance, concurrence, an(l/(w al J-
proval of the various organizations that are or \vill t)~’
invo]ve(i in the development, install titifln, or ljl)t’r:l-

tion of tht~ new system. ‘rhus, this revil’~v l~f)int is ;L
major milestone in the system (ievelo])n~eni l)rf)(x’ss.

2. SYSTEM STRUCTURE

2.o1 The first step in wiciressing tht’ (it’si~n o! t ho

system structure is the review an(l vali(lat ion

of the proposeci system mo(iel, The systtlrn retluir(’-
ments are then reviewe(i to determine if they ad(~-
quately represent the system mo(iel. If changes to the
model or requirements are required, they shoui(i he

documented.

2.o2 Following these reviews, (iesign activities can

proceed. The emphasis at this point is twofol(i:

(a) To finalize the logical data views into the logi-

cal record, segment, and data base specifica-
tions

(b) To structure the system down to a level of
module and program descriptions for rnachint)

processing; task and Jvork module (position”) (lt’-
scriptions for human processing.

2.03 The logical data structure, usually (leveloINI(l
in the I)efinition Phase, may be [~r(’st’nte(l in

products such as linkage (iiagrams, entity {\t’lwrl-
(it~ncy (iia~rams, and usage views. Has(’(1 on t his {Iata
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information and system functions information from
a high-level flow diagram, the logical record specifi-
cations and segment and data base specifications can
be developed.

2.04 The detailed functional architecture of the
system can be developed in parallel with the

work on the data structure and specifications. Al-

though the architecture is heavily related to the data
structure, there is sufficient information on the
views of the logical data from the Definition Phase

to start identifying the functional architecture for
the system. During this activity, several architecture
options may be identified. In developing these op-
tions, the following influences in addition to the data
structure must be considered:

● Standard operating environment

● Design constraints

● Environmental factors

● Data center deployment/operation.

Each identified architecture option must be evalu-
ated in terms of its feasibility [ie, technical, opera-

tional, and economical feasibility (both

developmental and operational)].

2.05 Identifying the functional architecture op-

tions basically involves the following three
steps:

(a) Partition or allocate the functions to people
and machines.

(b) Identify on-line versus batch oriented func-
tions.

(c) Identify the general structure of the on-line
and batch functions.

2.06 When allocating the system functions, some

analysis of these functions will he required in
order to clearly identify to which processor, person or
machine the function or subfunction should he al]m
cated. Those functions allocated to people should he
reviewed to determine that the results will be mean-
ingful work for them. Also, allocated functions
should be continually re~riewed throughout the de-

sign process to assure the allocation is stil 1 appropri-
ate. For example, it may become et’ident in later

design that the volume of work, accuracy required, or
processing criticality is such that people cannot per-
form effectively or efficiently, and the function
should be reallocated to the machine. Conversely, a
function assigned to the machine may be performed

infrequently, require judgmental decisions, and

could be performed more effectively by people. In this

case, the function should be reallocated to the human
processor.

2.07 Once an architectural option has been selected
(\vith the functions appropriately allocated),

each function can be further analyzed. The low level
processes identified through this analysis can then be
synthesized into modules and programs for machine
processing or tasks and \vork modules (positions) for
human processing, During this analysis process, th~
data structures and function considerations must be
considered in order to develop an effective design.

2.08 System control and reliability requirements
must be examined to determine the processes

(machine and human) which need to be interwoven
with the transaction oriented functions. The various

areas which require sy~tem controls and the means
for providing such controls will determine the control

processes to be designed and integrated into the over-
all system design. The processes to satisfy reliability
requirements also must be designed and integrated
into the overall design. The design of these two sets

of processes will be influenced by the architectural
option selected and must also consider the data and
function structures.

3. TEST AND CONVERSION STRATEGIES

3.01 At this point in Preliminary Design, enough is
kno~vn about the system requirements; system

functions; personnel requirements: hardware, soft-
ware, and equipment requirements; and the system

sche[iule to develop the initial s~’s(c,m test and con-
version strategies. Roth of these strategies are de-

pendent on the nature of the system that has been
designed and both can be influenced by the dictates
of the other strategies (ie, testing can be influenced
by the conversion strategy or vice versa).

3.02 For lesting, an overall system test plan for
dynamic testing will he developed and r[~-

vie~ved. This plan \vill include general test objectives,

testing environment (verification, validation, and
certification 1for each level of testing (unit, integra-
tion, and system ), strategies and techniques to he
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used, testing schedule, resource estimates for testing,

and test data base requirements. This overall test
plan should be reviewed and evaluated. Once the plan
is accepted, specific test plans will be developed in the
Detail Design Phase for the PSS and CSS units, inte-

gration, system, conversion, and acceptance testing.

3.o3 Static testing of phase products will be
planned and conducted using techniques such

as desk top reviews, peer reviews, andwalk-throughs
Although each phase of TSD will include these types
of product reviews, they are especially important
during Preliminary Design because of the develop-
ment of the overall test plan. During these product
reviews, an objective is to ensure the design specifica-
tions contain specific and measurable criteria for
unambiguous testing because these specifications
will be the basis for developing the overall test plan.

3.o4 Another factor to consider in developing the

overall test plan is the selected conversion
strategy. Different strategies may require adjust-

ments to various aspects of the test plan such as the
schedule, resources, test cases, and test data base.

3.05 As previously noted, the selection of an appro-
priate conversion strategy is done at this point

as a part of the initial view of conversion require-
ments. The specifics for the conversion plan will be
developed in Detail Design based on these conversion
requirements.

3.06 The data conversion considerations developed
in the Definition Phase should be reviewed

and updated if required. This information plus
knowledge of the system architecture and data struc-

tures will be used to select a conversion strategy (eg,
a phased conversion or flash cutover), and to identify
if conversion can be accomplished using the system
functions or if special conversion functions must be

designed or a conversion subsystem is needed.

3.o7 Other factors to consider in developing the

conversion strategy and requirements are the
impact on the business operations during conversion,

such as reorganization in user work units, special
training requirements for conversion procedures,

and resource requirements (eg, unique or special
hardware or software and personnel requirements
for conversion).

4. SYSTEM RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS

4.01 With the basic design of the system available,
a more definite set of physical xsource re-

quirements can now be determined. These resource
requirements should address the following as appro-
priate for the system:

● Personnel

● Equipment

● Facilities

● Transportation

● Hardware

● Software (nonapplication)

● Data commu~ications.

These resource requirements must include both con-
version and operational needs. In many cases, the
same resources will be used for both conversion and
chaily operations. However, when special or addi-

tional resources are required for conversion, they
must be clearly highlighted, and the length of time

they will be required shouId be identified.

4.02 The cost analysis of these resource require-
ments are discussed in Part 5, Refined Eco-

nomic Analysis. However, when special or additional
conversion resources are required, their potential
costs should be reviewed in conjunction with the
length of time they will be required based on the con-
version strategy seIected. If potential costs are high
for these resources, it would be appropriate to exam-
ine the entire proposed conversion process to deter-

mine if adjustments can be made to reduce these
costs. Although conversion costs are not on-going,

they can be a major expenditure when bringing in?
new system.

4.o3 Each of the seven potential resource require-

ments must be defined based on the design of
the system at this point in the development cycle and
the system requirements with any updates incorpo-
rated during this phase. .$s the various resource re -
(!uirements are defined, the current set of

assumptions and constraints must be reviewed to
determine if there are any conflicts. If conflicts are
found, they must be resolved by clearing or rewriting

assumptions, negotiating changes to constraints, or
making adjustments to the design. This may require
obtaining agreement to changes in the system re-
quirements.

4.04 ITarious modeling, simulation, and quantitive
analysis techniques are arailahle to assist in
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determining each type of resource requirement. The

selection of techniques to use is influenced by a num-

ber ot

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

“ factors:

Type of resource

Type of system (eg, on-line, transaction orien-

ted, decision support)

The size of the system

Time available to do modeling or simulation

Skill and knowledge of project members in
using a specific technique or availability of

support staff with needed expertise.

4.o5 As the various resource requirements are pre-
pared, they should be reviewed with each ap-

propriate planning and/or support organization to

assure resource availability and conformance to or-
ganizational resource plans. If the required resources
are not available or are not in conformance with re-
source plans, then adjustments must be negotiated
either to the plans to provide for the resources or to
the system under development.

5. REFINED ENONOMIC ALALYSIS

5.o1 At this point in the development cycle, the
economic analyses prepared in the Feasibility

Phase are reviewed and refined but only for the sys-

tem alternative being developed. The same economic
analyses and rn~thod of calculation used during-feasi-
bility should be used again at this point to assure a
common basis for comparing any variances in the
results. If additional analyses are deemed useful,
they should be prepared. However, if additional anal-
yses are prepared, those results which are
recalculations of the Feasibility analyses should be
clearly indicated.

5.02 The cost and benefit calculations may still be
presented in ranges; however, the difference

between the low and high ends of a range calculated
during Preliminary Design should be less than calcu-
lated during Feasibility. With more specifics known
about the system during this phase, the refined eco-
nomic analyses results should be more precise.

5.03 The refined economic analyses results should

be compared with the same calculations pre-
pared during Feasibility. Any results which differs

significantly (10 to 15 percent) from the Feasibility
estimates should be examined, and the reasons iden -

tif ied for the increase(s) or decrease(s).

6. END-OF-PHASE ACTIVITIES

6.01 During this phase, various types of product
reviews should have been conducted. However,

a final review of the overall system preliminary de-
sign should be conducted at this point to assure logi-
cal continuity and completeness of design based on a
comparison with the system requirements produced
in the Definition Phase and any updates to it. Testing

and conversion information, resource requirements,

and refined ecomonic analyses results should also be
included in this end-of-phase review. This review will
typically involve such groups as users, support ap-
proval, operation, or any other group that will be
impacted by the system or that can contribute tech-
nical or subject matter expertise to the review.

6.02 The project status and recommendations
should be prepared.

6.03 The status and recommendations plus other

supporting information required by the ap-
propriate project approval entity are submitted to

that group to obtain authorization to proceed. The
project approval entity should evaluate the project in
the following ways:

(a) Compare the refined economic analysis with
the economic results from the Feasibility

Phase to determine if the project continues to he

economically viable.

(b) Determine if the business goals and objectives
addressed by the system are still viable and

that the system will adequately support the user
needs.

7. REFERENCES

7.01 The following sections will provide additional
information relevant to the Preliminary De-

sign Phase:

SECTION TITLE

007-180-301 Computer Capacity Planning –
Methodolo~~

007-200-310 Functional Roles in a Systems

Environment
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SECTION TITLE

007-208-310 Project Management

()(Y7-2W’300 Total System Delvelopment-

Miiestones

007-’227-310 Developmental Documentation

Specifications

SECTION TITLE

007-233-300” Testing Recommendations for In-
formation Systems.

‘(’heck [)ivisif)ll~ll [n[le~ ‘I’(K) for :Lvailak)llity
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